Difficulty

T

Length (km)

0.9

Difference in height (m)

40.7

Altittude min (m above sea level)

1309.3

Altitude max (m above sea level)

1350

Duration (hh.mm)

01.00.00

Gathering and starting of thr path

Access hotel Pomieri over S.P. For Piano
Battaglia

Equipment and struments:

DESCRIPTION
The path is very brief, but intense and it starts in prossimity of the Hotle Pomieri
entrance. You can observe three different kind of monumental trees, they are within
Petralia Sottana's territory and they are at 1300 metres about. The environmental
contest is charcaterized by the woods of oaks and hollies and there is a strong
presence of trees with extraordinary dimension.
The firstone that you can see is the 'Roveri of Pomerie', that is 600 years old about
and 22 metres high. It presents a sturdy trunks of 7 metres circumference, that is
divided in 4 big branches and the biggest one is 4 metres circumference.
The arrangement is particular, they have the shape of a candelabrum and they support
a great hair, that usually is rounded and with an area of 450 square metres.
It follows a particular exemplary of campestry Maple tree, thta is 500 years old about
and it is 15 metres high and it presents a sturdy trunks that could have a
circumference of 4,20 metres at 1,30 metres high.
The trunk is more developped at the base because of the enlargement due to some
growths of bacterical origin. At 2 metres about from the floor it is divided in different
great branches that support a great hair with a rounded shape, which protection
occupied an area of 200 square metres about.
The last exemplary of the path is represent by the mountain Maple tree of Passo
Canale. The age is of 400 years about. At the base of his circumference it reaches 6
metres of lenght and the trunks is charcaterized by the presence of a deep cavity, that
is there probably because of the action of a lightning and then improved by an intense
action made by mashrooms, which generate the defenseless wood. The hair is
inregular and it makes a shadow of 300 square metres.

